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Abstract: The Cloud Computing Environment (CCE) developed for using the
dynamic cloud is the ability of software and services likely to grow with any busi-
ness. It has transformed the methodology for storing the enterprise data, accessing
the data, and Data Sharing (DS). Big data frame a constant way of uploading and
sharing the cloud data in a hierarchical architecture with different kinds of sepa-
rate privileges to access the data. With the requirement of vast volumes of storage
area in the CCEs, capturing a secured data access framework is an important
issue. This paper proposes an Improved Secure Identification-based Multilevel
Structure of Data Sharing (ISIMSDS) to hold the DS of big data in CCEs. The
complex file partitioning technique is proposed to verify the access privilege con-
text for sharing data in complex CCEs. An access control Encryption Method
(EM) is used to improve the encryption. The Complexity is measured to increase
the authentication standard. The active attack is protected using this ISIMSDS
methodology. Our proposed ISIMSDS method assists in diminishing the Com-
plexity whenever the user’s population is increasing rapidly. The security analysis
proves that the proposed ISIMSDS methodology is more secure against the
chosen-PlainText (PT) attack and provides more efficient computation and sto-
rage space than the related methods. The performance of the proposed ISIMSDS
methodology provides more efficiency in communication costs such as encryption,
decryption, and retrieval of the data.
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1 Introduction

The allocation of resources to share the data with the secure method increases the convenience and
storing of the most important data to increase the financial improvement in multilevel companies [1].
The efficient utilization of the resources with managing the data is measured using the parameters. The
demand-based cloud accessibility and sharing of data minimize the cost of data management and increase
the capacity of the CCEs [2]. The owners of the data have concerned about the security for sharing the
valuable data in the CCE. The privilege to generate the access rights depends on a group of data. The
sharing of data with the users was analyzed according to the level of privileges. The granting privilege is
essential to enhance the Complexity of the techniques for data is shared in CCEs [3].

The access management methodology is related to the verification models than the identity matching
technique. Every structure is assigned a specific role that understands the user privileges [4]. Moreover,
the constraints of the model are very complex based on user feedback. The user privileges can be
modified for the new prototype and role for the individual users. The rule is framed to manage the
resource utilization for identifying the user roles. The cloud data can be accessed by many applications
[5]. Third-Party Re-Encryption (TPRE) permits the transformation of a CipherText (CT) that is calculated
under Alice’s public key (PBK) into one that can be unlocked by Bob’s Secret Key (SK). Not including
Bob’s SK, the encrypted mail is forwarded to Alice’s co-worker Bob [6]. In this case, Alice, the agent
authority, could assign a TPRE to convert her received mail into a design that Bob, the agent, can decrypt
using his SK. Alice could offer her SK to the third party, but this entails an impracticable stage of trust in
the third party [7]. TPRE enables a semi-trusted CS to transform a CT of encrypted data under the PBK
of an agent into CT under the PBK of an agent without disclosing the primary encrypted messages of
agent authority/agent to the third party [8]. The guarantee of the user’s data security is getting more
delayed acceptance of CCE [9]. To share sensitive data stored in cloud storage from data holder (say,
Alice) to another approved user (say, Bob). Encouraged by the primitive of TPRE, Alice uses their own
PBK, which can encrypt the sensitive data before uploading the shared data to the semi-trusted Cloud
Server (CS) [10]. After receiving the DS request from Bob, Alice produces a TPRE key using her private
key (PRK) and Bob’s PBK and this TPRE key to the semi-trusted CS [11]. In the TPRE key, the CS can
transform the encrypted CT with the PBK of Alice into encryption under the PBK of Bob [12]. By
utilizing the TPRE primitive, the CT scan received by Bob can only be decrypted by him while the CS is
incapable of learning the PT/PRKs of Alice/Bob. In conclusion, decrypting and downloading the received
data with Bob’s PRK have occurred [13].

Some issues occur while processing the CCE

a) Non-availability of standard interfaces and complex data recovery systems.

b) Limited access to distribute and remote data storage, computing resources and infrastructure.

c) Difficult to control and locate the data due to segregated evidence.

d) Cloud security and forensics services can be outsourced as per the requirements.

e) Not possible to destroy/modify the evidence as these may be stored in multiple locations.

f) Economically, it is feasible and favourable for the organization to apply the cloud security and
privacy model.

g) Inter-relationship between the entities in the cloud makes it easy to investigate for the investigation
team.

In this paper, an ISIMSDS is proposed to hold the DS of big data in CCEs. It constructs to minimize the
issues of DS within the CCEs with composite hierarchical models. The prime contribution of the proposed
method focuses on the access control of the group DS, security of the data, and user revocation. The research
contribution of the method is as follows:
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a) The complex file partitioning method is proposed to access the privilege-related framework that
improves cloud DS in complex structures.

b) Access control-based EM is implemented to increase the security of the user data.

c) The Complexity of this proposed methodology is analyzed to provide the best authentication
standard.

d) The most substantial EM is generated to prevent active attacks in the CCE.

e) The proposed method is organized to implement security and prevent the chosen-PT attacks.

f) The performance analysis for the proposed method is compared with the related methodologies to
accomplish better performance.

2 Related Works

In the proxy signature’s common construction, the signature of Bob is observed as a dual one that
contains a signature from Alice and the proxy. The non-conversion between suitable signatures of Alice
into Bob and the signing of Alice’s SK is furnished to her by Bob or else by a reliable source [14]. A
general structure for protecting mediated Certificate-less Public Key Encryption (CPKE) offers instant
revocation. An outstanding investigation of CPKE provides ranks and methods, the different concepts of
protection for a CPKE method are against an outside attacker, and the passive key generation center in
the survey on EMs used to secure cloud storage methods [15,16]. For multi-signatures, proxy re-
signatures can be used as a substitute, except for collective signatures, by allowing transformations
between signatures on similar messages alone [17,18]. The attributes share the data that could be utilized
by the new user in the CCE [19]. The value can assign the attribute that the PRK of every user
implements the low level of threshold needs of the attributes that may implement the incorporated text
among the CT. The flexibility is maintained for granting access to the user [20]. The attribute-related
EMs have emerged to maintain the adaptability of sharing cloud data. The access-based policies are
maintained for access granting methodology to key-based attribute EM with CT and policy reports. The
PRK is incorporated with policy control [21]. The authorization is given to the active users; they can
decrypt the CT and gather the PRK from the activation key generator. The key generator incorporates
access-based policy management to maintain the flexibility in granting the privileges [22]. The DS
methodology is used to implement the security in cloud-based collaborative proofing [23] as described in
SRMSM [24], Privacy-preserving key-based security mechanism is implemented in PRMSM [25], and an
effective healthcare-based security method is used in Moks [26]. Threshold Multi-keyword Search (TMS)
is used for securing the data during sharing in the CCE. TMS methodology enhances access control and
prevents chosen keyword attacks [27,28].

3 Proposed Work

3.1 Architecture

The proposed architecture is combined with storing and sharing the data in the CCEs. The cloud affords
the user to utilize the storage services with efficient sharing services. Moreover, the cloud has the trusted
environment for our proposed ISIMSDS method. The Group Manager (GM) has organized the parameter
for generating the architecture for data encryption, group member authorization, identifying the group
member, and eliminating the false members. The GM is the trusted member of the CCE. The Group
members are formed as a group of users based on the dynamic communication model. The members can
share the data within the active CCEs. Whenever the user stores the data in the CS, confidentiality should
be maintained with the key agreement methodology related to the proposed architecture.
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Consequently, a general SK is created to provide the encryption of the data stored in the CS to measure
the confidentiality of the data for outsourcing purposes. The attackers for the CS could not be able to gather
the data without knowing the SK. Additionally, the group signature is maintained to allow the user within the
group to share the data in the CCE independently. The proposed architecture is demonstrated in Fig. 1. The
users with the same group can share the data, and the user revocation guarantees that the SK is identified to
encrypt and decrypt the data. The GM is capable of identifying the real group member. The GM executes the
uploading of data and the access of DS. The attacker from the outside group can try to find the common SK to
decrypt the shared data from the CCE. The member for revocation can also join with the attacker to find the
common SK from the list of revocation files in the CS. A third-party member can create distinct related keys
and broadcast the message during the key generation procedure. In our proposed method, integrity is
maintained by verifying the data from the users.

3.2 Access Control Based Encryption Methodology

The proposed DS methodology based on the access control is implemented to accomplish the security
compared to the related DS methods in the CCE. Accordingly, in the proposed methodology, the data owner
is not connected online; the owner can dynamically share data with the user revocation, and incorporation is
satisfied. The cloud storage method has multi-level attributes with different parameters like certificate
authority, active users, servers, and data owners. The access control contains the Parameter Authority to
register the initial configuration setup by assigning globalid to every active user and privateid for
every parameter authority. During the registration process for implementing the access control,
every PAx 2 SKA generates the SKs using the algorithm that determines the access policy for the more
critical data in the CCE. For every data d, the owners of the data initially identify the structure for
accessing the data using the computation of A ¼ d;qð Þ, to encrypt the data with this structure and
delivered the encrypted information Ciphertext to the intermediate CS. After the process of delivering the
encrypted data, the active user userk may process the SK information SKA and the relevant

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed method
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GlobalPublickey to cloud for generating the Decryption Method (DM) measured using the intermediate CSs,
and the user may complete the DM. The certificate authority, parameter authority, and intermediate CSs could
not process the decryption without knowing the SK value. The attribute revocation is the primary process for
monitoring every update in the encryption, and the entire process is showed in Fig. 2.

3.2.1 Algorithm: Access Control Based Encryption
Step 1. Certificate authority defines the method with CertifcateAuthoritysetup function using Eq. (1)

Step 2: CertifcateAuthoritysetup 1mð Þ ! Masterkey; publicparameter; sigCA; verCAð Þ� �
(1)

Step 3. The users forward the identity data to the certificate authority for user registration, which is
proved in Eq. (2)

Step 4: Userreg Publicparameter; SigCA; Infom
� �!

Globalid; GlobalPublickey;GlobalSecretkey; cert Globalidð Þ� � (2)

Step 5. After entering the user registration, every public parameter delivers the identity data to a
certificate authority for globalid

Step 6. Every Parameterauthoritysetup includes the SK within the parameter authority, and it is computed
using Eq. (3)

Parameterauthoritysetup PAx; globalidð Þ ! SecretKeyglobalid ; PublicKeyglobalid
� �

(3)

3.2.2 Complexity Analysis of the Algorithm
The Complexity of the algorithm is analyzed with the possibility of attacks in the CCE. The

authentication table information is used to compute all the possible values for each component in the list
of passwords. The possibility for computing the encrypted text is also analyzed from the PT password
text in the server. The permutation for converting the PT into encrypted text is computed using Eq. (4)

PerAu ¼ a! (4)

Figure 2: Access control based encryption process
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The amount of converted password text is calculated using Eq. (5)

TotalEnc ¼ a� 1
1

� �
a� 2
1

� �� �Ya�1
k¼2

k
2

� �
a! (5)

Ya�1
k¼2

k
2

� �
¼ a� 1ð Þ! a� 2ð Þ!

2a�2
(6)

By simplifying Eqs. (5) and (6), we obtain Eq. (7)

TotalEnc ¼ a� 2ð Þa!½ �3
2a�2a2

(7)

The hashed password is analysed using Eq. (8)

Passwordhash ¼ Hash Passordplain
� �

(8)

To avoid the active attack in the authentication table, the modified password is generated using
Eq. (9)

Passwordhash modifiedð Þ ¼ HashðPasswordplainjjPasswordmodifiedÞ (9)

The access framework illustrates the policies for accessing the group of individual access for the SK.
The framework determines the group of entities that an entity could generate to permit access to the SKs.
The group of policies can be defined as fPo1; Po2; . . . ; Pong. A group of members may rebuild the SK
as a combination. The combination is defined using Eqs. (10) and (11)

@ � 2fPo1; Po2; ...; Pong (10)

ℶ � C ! C 2 @ (11)

The entire access framework is a monotone combination @ of sub groups fPo1; Po2; . . . ; Pong and it
can be defined using Eq. (12)

@ � 2fPo1; Po2; ...; Pongn’ (12)

The groups in @ are called the approved groups, and the groups that are not in @ is called the
non-approved groups. In this paper, we utilize the parties to generate the elements. An access framework
@ can combine an approved and a non-approved group of elements. A Communication Tree (CT) bi with
level xi characterizes the framework that ensures the user for sharing data that can decrypt the CT is
cipheri with the level of the tree construction. A bi has several nodes with the leaf to frame the threshold
values. The leaf node demonstrates the possibility for generating the components of the DS by the users.
The nodes in the tree are assigned a threshold value using Eq. (13).

cil 2 bi (13)

The AND gate is utilized to form a threshold value using Eq. (14).

keycil ¼ Childrencil (14)
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The OR gate is utilized for assigning the value for leaf node with threshold value using Eq. (15)

keycil ¼ 1 (15)

The root node of every CT determines the SK value. The user can evaluate the group of attributes to
generate the SK using Eq. (16)

keysecil 2 bi (16)

Fig. 3 demonstrates the privileged multi-level access framework to minimize the replicated attributes for
the CT with N amount of levels to provide the security in DS of CCEs. The threshold values are framed to
represent the privacy preference methodology.

3.2.3 Algorithm 2: Data Security Specific Algorithm With the Aid of Multi-Level Access Framework
Step 1. Start algorithm

Step 2. For Each ‘n’ table in the target database TD 1; …; Nð Þ
Step 3. Fetch K1 for the whole table (n) and each attribute j in the table, the standard one is PRK

Figure 3: Privileged multi-level access framework
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Step 4. Fetch K2, and for the whole attribute j for each item Ri; Cj

� �
in the table (n), j PRK is the

standard one.

Step 5. Fetch K3, and for a tuple (1), i PBK is common

Step 6. Find the item length RI; Cj

� �
Step 7. Jen ¼ strlen Ri; Cj

� �� �
Step 8. If Jen NOT even Then

Step 9. Append ‘0’ to RI; Cj

� �
Step 10. To each pair of characters/digit in RI; Cj

� �
Step 11. Convert the character into an integer

Step 12. Append to RI; Cj

� �0
Step 13. End If

Step 14. End For

Step 15. Store RI; Cj

� �0
in place of RI; Cj

� �
Step 16. End For

Step 17. End

On the side of the cloud service provider, full homomorphism encryption can be used. It was an adaptive
method for authenticator and server. The remotely stored file is verified using the File ‘f’ that is preserved as a
multi-valued vector, and for all blocks of a file, tag d is created. The client sends the random challenge vector
v, and the server returns the proof authentication. The tag is determined using Eq. (17).

d ¼
X
i

vi; fi (17)

For the auditing process, homomorphism tags are used. In block-less verification, the server verifies the
data and metadata that were aimed at each block. For every file, unique tags are created, numbered, and
stored in the counters. By adding the combination of tags, the server can prove that the data is not
modified. For n number of users, ‘n’ signatures are verified. The process is counted using Eq. (18).

pk ; skð Þ  Genð Þ (18)

The stated information st is utilized for encoding the file using Eq. (19)

f ; stð Þ  Encode fð Þ (19)

The parameter value l is recognized to prove the facts of the PBK with cryptographic functions in a file
f, and it is assessed in Eq. (20)

l ¼ prove pk ; f ; cð Þ (20)

The Vrfy verifyð Þ the methodology can generate the binary value of true/false as 1/0 and is identified in
Eq. (21).

a ¼ vrfy pk ; c; lð Þ (21)

3.3 Data Sharing Technique

The real-time problem is identified while sharing the data to the user from the owner that the assurance of
the security of DS among the group members who are joining dynamically and exit the group without sharing
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data. A methodology that could sustain the users with dynamic alteration must assure that the latest joined
users could access the stored data, and also, the user revocation can hold the data from the CCEs. The
confidentiality of the data needs that the data is imperceptible to the CS and the non-registered users. The
communication and the computational Complexity for sharing the SK among the group members will be
dynamic. While sharing personal data, the method ensures that it cannot be shared with the attackers. The
CS can afford the originality of the ownership of the data. The details of the owner’s location should be
stored on the server. Fault tolerance is another issue to organize the proposed method to identify the
malicious members in the group. The DS based on privilege within the hierarchical data users is
demonstrated in Fig. 4. The Data owner can hold the data file and selectively share several data users in
the privacy privileges. The data user can share the data file with a rank-based model. The key generator
may generate the PRK to access the data users in a group of attributes. The CS is the component for
generating the encrypted components of the shared data.

3.4 Partitioning of Data Files with Encryption

The file has been partitioned into a group of sectors like File ¼ File1; File2; . . . ; Filekf g. Every file is
called the latest file, which is joined with a sensitivity value to allocate the data users for accessing the
privileges.

The procedure of partitioning the file is estimated according to the formation of the File. The single file is
partitioned using records for several ways, as shown in Fig. 5. If the file contains only one record, then every
file characterizes more than one attribute of records contained with the individual record. Whenever the file
has several records, accessibility and flexibility are maintained to partition the data file. The agent is aware of
the existence of the proxy. It is feasible for an agent to differentiate original encryption calculated under his

Figure 4: DS based on privilege
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PBK using the Encrypt algorithm from a re-encryption CT on the similar message produced by the third
party as the production of the ReEnKey algorithm. The input and the equivalent output of the ReEnKey
algorithm in the transparent method cannot be linked. To overcome the security as mentioned earlier
issues, we are implementing the TPRE. The definition of a unidirectional method consists of the
following polynomial-time algorithms:

Key Generation

The input of security parameter kEK, is run by user ‘B’ in this algorithm to produce its PBK/PRK
pair pkb; skbð Þ.

ReEnKey

The input of key pair pkb; skbð Þ for user ‘V’ and a key pair pkb; skbð Þ for client ‘Q’ (skv is optional),
the re-encryption key generation algorithm ReEnKey is achieved by user ‘B’ to output a ReEnKey rkb� v.
Since the ReEnKey rkb� v allows transforming user ‘B’s’ signature into user ‘V’s’ signature, thus user ‘Q’

acts as the agent authority, and user ‘B’ acts as the agent.

Signature

The input of message mEM and its own PRK as skb, user ‘B’ execute this algorithm to compute a
corresponding signature ob.

ReSignature

In the input of a signature ‘ob’ from user ‘B’ and a re-signature key rkb� v, this algorithm is achived by
the third party to produce a re-signed signature ob� v, if Verify pkb; m; obð Þ 1 hold; otherwise, this
algorithm returns an error symbol indicating that ‘ob’ is invalid.

Verify

In the input of a PBK of user b, the messagemEM and an equivalent signature ob, a verifier achieves this
algorithm to ensure the validity of the signature. If Verify pkb; m; obð Þ holds, it returns ‘1’; otherwise, it
returns ‘0’. Tab. 1 illustrates the summary of notations used in this work.

Figure 5: Partitioning of files
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Table 1: Summary of notations

Notation Meaning

PerAu Permutation of authentication

a A component in the password list

k Key-Value

TotalEnc Amount of converted password text

Passwordhash Hashed password

Passordplain Plain password

Passwordmodified Modified password

Po Policy

@ Monotone combination

ℶ Secondary combination

C Access framework

’ Null

bi Communication tree

xi Level

keycil Threshold value

keysecil SK

Childrencil Value for leaf node

keysecil SK value

d Tag value

vi Random challenge vector

fi File

pk PBK

sk PRK

st State information

c Challenge

a The verification value

l Parameter value

Encode Encoding value

kEK Security parameter

b User

pkb; skbð Þ PBK/PRK pair

q Client

rkb� v ReEnKey

skb Own PRK

ob� v Re-signed signature
(Continued)
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4 Performance Evaluation

The implementation of the collaborative prototype is discussed in this section. The simulation
experiment is validated using the various parameters. The proposed method ISIMSDS is compared with
the related methods as SRMSM [24], PRMSM [25], and MOKS [26]. Fig. 6 demonstrates the Mean
value of the parameters for producing a better cloud computing application. The result suggests that the
mean value for the Security has the highest value according to the other parameters in the CCE. Fig. 7
demonstrates the efficiency comparison between the proposed method and the existing method that states
remote-based administration and data management. The proposed method has shown better efficiency
compared to the conventional methodology of the same level of configuration.

Fig. 8 demonstrates the computation time for the cloud key generation and identifies the proof for the
integrity. The integrity of the collaborative CCE is analysed for various levels of iterations. For the first
10000 iterations, the time taken is up to 20000000 ms. Fig. 9 and 10 demonstrate that the time
consumption for the EM and DM. The results proved that the proposed method has less time
consumption for EM and DM.

Table 1 (continued)

Notation Meaning

globalid The global identifier for every user

privateid A private identifier for every parameter
authority

PAx Parameter authority

SKA SK

d Data

A Data owner

q Constant value

Ciphertext CT

GlobalPublickey Global PBK

CertifcateAuthoritysetup Certificate Authority setup

Masterkey Master key

publicparameter Public parameter

sigCA Signature for certificate authority

verCA Verification for certificate authority

GlobalSecretkey Global SK

userreg User registration

cert globalidð Þ Certificate for global ID

Parameterauthoritysetup Parameter authority setup
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Figure 6: Threats vs. mean

Figure 7: Efficiency comparison

Figure 8: Computation time for iterations
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Fig. 11 illustrates the key generation time for computing the EM and DM. The security is enhanced by
producing the key. Fig. 12 demonstrates the communication complexity for complete bits transmission in the
proposed work. The result proved that the proposed method has less amount of communication complexity
compared to the related methods. Fig. 13 demonstrates the retrieval time for constructing the CT to share a
huge CCE data volume. Our proposed methodology is performed well for retrieval time compared to the
related methods. Whenever the sharing of documents is very large, the correctness is checked for CT
retrieval methodology.

Figure 9: Time required for the encryption process

Figure 10: Time required for the DM

Figure 11: Key generation time
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The Complexity for computing the security parameters for the proposed method with the related
methods is experimentally validated. The cost for computing the performance metrics of the proposed
work is analyzed using various parameters like computing the mean value, efficiency comparison,
computation time for iterations, encryption time, decryption, key generation and retrieval time, and
communication complexity.

5 Conclusion

Several features are implemented by the CCEs that have a huge amount of multilevel structure to save
the data and share among the users. This paper applies the security mechanism that the owner of the data
shares in the CCE. The implementation is actively done with various parameters to provide security using
the various key techniques. To overcome the performance issues, an ISIMSDS of DS is proposed to hold
the DS of big data in CCEs. The proposed methodology partitions the data file into several segments
related to the user’s privileges and the sensitivity of the data. The outcome of the proposed ISIMSDS
methodology discussed various parameters such as encryption, decryption, key generation, and
computation time. These performances are better than the existing works. The proposed ISIMSDS
methodology proved to prevent the chosen PT attack in various conditions and reduce the Complexity.
The proposed work focuses on chosen-PT attacks because of provides the standard keys to the group. But
threat issues occur due to internal attackers of the group members. The future work may focus on the
internal attackers.

Figure 12: Communication complexity

Figure 13: Retrieval time
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